Introduction
In implicit computational complexity, much attention has been payed to the complexity classes FPTIME and NC, e.g. see [2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 18, 19, 24, 26] . This paper presents simplied or improved, and partly corrected well-known implicit characterizations of the complexity classes FPTIME and NC.
The core of the present research is to simplify the required simulations of various (bounded) recursion schemes in the corresponding (implicit) framework, and moreover, to develop those simulations in a more uniform way, based on a step-by-step comparison technique. Furthermore, we establish a new ground type function algebraic characterization of NC, which might be of help to resolve the open problem [2] of characterizing NC through higher types.
The starting point is a simplied proof that the functions of Cobham's class,
Cob [12] , characterizing FPTIME is contained in the function algebra BC of Bellantoni and Cook [4] . That every function f of Cobham's class can be simulated in BC rests on three ndings:
(S1) For every f in Cob one can construct a function f (w; x) in BC, called simulation of f , and a polynomial p f , called witness for f , such that f ( x) = f (w; x) whenever |w| ≥ p f (| x|).
(S2) For every polynomial p( x) one can construct a function W p ( x; ) in BC, called length-bound on p, such that |W p ( x; )| ≥ p(| x|).
(S3) Every function g( x; y, z) in BC can be written as SN(g)( x, y; z), called safe-to-normal property.
Thus, by use of (S1), (S2), (S3), and safe composition, the proof that every f in Cob can be simulated in BC is then concluded as follows:
f ( x) = SN(f )(W p f ( x; ), x; )
In each simulation, we will concentrate on the crucial statement corresponding to (S1). As for (S1) above, all cases are obvious, except for the case where f is dened by bounded recursion on notation, and here a dicult simulation and proof was given in [4] . Note that both case and bcase (as well as the binary predecessor function p) could be dened by recursion on notation and composition, using projections and the constructor functions 0, s 0 , s 1 . But in both algebras BC and BC , this is only possible at the cost of introducing normal input positions, and that is why they come as initial functions with safe input positions only. But then we have a choice between case and bcase. We clearly opt for bcase because it is the natural choice. In fact, bcase naturally springs from a at recursion on notation, since that scheme distinguishes for the recursion argument the cases zero, nonzero and even and nonzero and odd 1 . Furthermore, note that while bcase( ; x, y, z 0 , z 1 ) is provably indenable in BC, the function case( ; x, z 0 , z 1 ) is obviously in BC , since case( ; x, z 0 , z 1 ) = bcase( ; x, z 0 , z 0 , z 1 ).
To our knowledge, the simulation method (S1) appears for the rst time
Our way of performing the simulation method for various forms of recursion does not change that at all. However, unlike many instances of that method in the literature, we always start o with a clear semantics based on a step-bystep comparison technique such that when implementing the simulation in the given framework, the correctness of the implementation is immediate from the specied semantics. As pointed out above, the right choice of initial functions, such as bcase, will sometimes prove decisive.
Rounding o, the main goal is to propose a step-by-step comparison technique, exemplied at various forms of recursion, so as to perform the simulation method in a way that is easy to grasp and does away with hard going proofs.
Thereby, groundwork in implicit computational complexity is revised and consolidated. and CLO , are considered, and a proof of CLO = CLO = CLO is presented, using the same technique. In Section 6 several ramied function algebras are introduced, and, using both the step-by-step comparison technique and the above identities, it is proved that all of them characterize the class NC.
Preliminaries and some existing function algebras
We assume only basic knowledge about the function algebras and complexity classes studied here. In this section, we introduce to and summarize some basic concepts, and make some stipulations concerning notations used throughout this article.
Albeit describing operations on binary representations, all of the functions under consideration are number-theoretic, that is, functions of the form f : N n → N. For unary functions f and numbers k, f k denotes the kth iterate of f , induc-
Binary representations of natural numbers x, denoted by bin(x), can be simulated by 0 (viewed as 0-ary function) and the binary successors S 0 , S 1 which correspond to the operations of extending binary representations by a new lowest order bit.
This data structure gives rise to a canonical recursion scheme: A function f is dened by recursion on notation from functions g, h 0 , h 1 , denoted by f = RN(g, h 0 , h 1 ), if for all y, x,
Observe that bin(y) 
Finally, f is dened by ordinary composition from functions h, g 1 , . . . , g l ,
We use Clote's [11] 
While the latter is a necessary condition for all functions in FPTIME, that is, the functions computable (in binary) on a Turing machine in polynomial time (in the binary length of the input), Cobham showed that the polynomial-time computable functions are precisely the functions denable in Cob.
Theorem 2.1 ([12] ). Cob = FPTIME From a programming point of view, function algebras like Cob are not practically appealing because they cannot be used as a construction kit: Whenever a recursion is performed, one is prompted with a proof that the computed function is bounded by some function already constructed.
Building on work of Simmons [27] and Leivant [16, 17] , Bellantoni and Cook [4] were the rst to give a purely functional characterization of FPTIME that does away with the explicit reference to the growth rate of functions dened by That principle led to the well-known function algebra BC [4] which actually can be used as a construction kit, since all restrictions are of purely syntactical nature. In BC, each function is written in the form f ( x; y), thus bookkeeping the normal input positions, x, which may control a recursion, and those (safe ), y, which do not. This simple bookkeeping allows us to implement (P-BC): A function f (y, x; a) is dened by safe recursion from g( x; a), h 0 (u, x; a, v), and
Enforcing the above principle when composing functions of given ones, a function f ( x; a) is dened by safe composition from functions g( u; v), h( x; ), and 4 j( x; a), denoted by f = scomp(g, h, j), if for all x, a, f ( x; a) = g( h( x; ); j( x; a)).
Of course, now all initial functions must be written in a ramied form, too.
These are the functions 0, s 0 ( ; y), s 1 ( ; y), π n,m i ( x; y), p( ; y), and case( ; x, y, z), where the latter is dened in Section 1. The function p( ; y) is the ramied form of the binary predecessor P satisfying P(x) = To see this, let f ( x; y, z) be in BC, say x = x 1 , . . . , x l , y = x l+1 , . . . , x n with n := l+m, and z = x n+1 , . . . , x s with s := n+r. Then by scomp we obtain
s ( x, y; z)).
In particular, this shows that normal variables may occur in any safe position in the right-hand side of any dening equation according to scomp.
Furthermore, note that both h( x; ) and j( x; a) in scheme scomp may be empty function lists. Thus, all n-ary constant functions C n a ( x; y) = a can be dened in BC: C n 0 ( x; y) = 0, and inductively for 2 · a + i ≥ 1, C n 2a+i ( x; y) = s i ( ; C n a ( x; y)). As a consequence, every constant a may occur in the right-hand side of any dening equation according to scomp or srn.
Altogether, the function algebra BC can be stated as
where π denotes the set of all ramied projections.
This function algebra is a prominent example of a ramied algebra, and as done here, for the remainder we will adopt the convention that ramied versions of functions written in capital letters, like S i , P or BIT, are written in small letters, like s i , p or bit, and if not explicitly stated otherwise, we tacitly assume that they have safe input positions only.
The benet of ramication can be seen by the fact, veried by a straightforward induction on the structure of functions in BC, that for every function f ( x; y) there exists a poly-max length bound, that is, a polynomial q f satisfying
Using this poly-max length bounding, every recursion in BC can be written as bounded recursion in Cobham's class, implying BC ⊆ Cob. The converse holds by simulating the functions of Cob in BC, and that brings us back to the main topic of the present research.
Theorem 2.2 ([4]). BC = FPTIME
Rounding o this section, we prove property (S2) stated in Section 1. First note that the shift-left function shl(x; y) = 2 |x| ·y is dened by srn as follows:
|x|·|y| , the smash function #(x, y; ) = 2 |x|·|y| is dened by
2 (x, y; ); #(x, y; )) for S i (x) = 0. Now, to prove (S2), we proceed by induction on the structure of polynomials
• ∈ {+, ·}, and using x+y, x·y ≤ (x + 1)·(y + 1) and |2
x | = x+1, we inductively dene the required function W p ( x; ) by safe composition as follows:
The variant BC and the step-by-step comparison technique
In this section, we will give a simplied proof of BC = Cob, for the following variant BC of Bellantoni and Cook's function algebra (cf. Section 1 for bcase).
Theorem 3.1. BC = FPTIME.
Proof. Cob ⊆ BC Following the simulation method (S1) stated above, we only consider the crucial case f = BRN(g, h 0 , h 1 , B), assuming inductively simulations g , h 0 , h 1 ∈ BC and witnesses p g , p h0 , p h1 . As usual, the witness for f is dened by p f (y, x) := (p h0 +p h1 )(y, x, b f (y, x))+p g ( x)+2y+1 for some polynomial length bound b f on f . Thus, by monotonicity of polynomials, we have that ( * )
be the y-section up to i. That is, for given y = (
, and y{i} mod 2 = b i for i < |y|. Thus, by unfolding the recursion we obtain the following steps:
We will dene a simulation f ∈ BC by f (w; y, a) :=f (w, w; y, a) 6 wheref := srn(0,ĥ,ĥ) is dened by safe recursion from the zero function and someĥ ∈ BC . Again, unfolding the recursion yields the followingf -steps:
f (w, w; y, a) =ĥ(P 1 (w), w; y, a, step 1
Thus, for f (y, a) =f (w, w; y, a) whenever |w| ≥ p f (|y, a|), using the I.H. for g, h 0 , h 1 recall ( * ) a stepwise comparison yields the following requirements:
where
by (srn), and hence | (u; v)| = |v| − |u|, by safe composition we obtain the following y-section implementation in BC .
Y (ŵ, w; y) := (SN( )(ŵ, w; ); y) = P 
− |ŵ|}
In fact, for suciently large w, that is, for |w| ≥ p f (|y, a|), one has that
Thus, using function bcase above, functionĥ can be dened in BC as follows:
To see this, for steps 1 ≤ i ≤ |y| (and w suciently large), we obtain as required,
The converse BC ⊆ Cob follows by a straightforward induction on the structure of f ( x; a) in BC , using polymax length bounding to turn any safe recursion on notation into a bounded recursion in Cob (cf. [4] or [20] , [22] ). 4 Clote's function algebra CLO and its variant CLO
In this section, we rst recall Clote's [10, 11] function algebra, CLO, that characterizes the class NC of functions computable by uniform circuit families of polynomial size and poly-logarithmic depth. Then we consider a variant CLO due to Bellantoni [3] , and prove that these classes coincide.
To dene CLO, we need two more schemes and the function BIT satisfying BIT(m, i) = b i if bin(m) = b l−1 . . . b 0 and i < l, and BIT(m, i) = 0 otherwise.
A function f is dened by weak bounded recursion on notation from functions
Furthermore, a function f is dened by concatenation recursion on notation from functions g, h 0 , h 1 , denoted by f := CRN(g, h 0 , h 1 ), if for all y, a,
f (S i (y), a) = S hi(y, a) mod 2 (f (y, a)) for S i (y) = 0.
Clote [10, 11] was the rst to give a function-algebraic characterization of NC give a proof of the above theorem the rst one according to our knowledge , using the above step-by-step comparison technique.
2 Any f = WBRN(g, h 0 , h 1 , B) is claimed to be identical to f := WBRN (g, h , B), where
For the converse, any f = WBRN (g, h, B) is claimed to be denable by f (u, v) :=f (u, u, v), wheref := WBRN(g, h 0 , h 1 , B), and h i (u, x, v, z) := h(E(u, x), v, z), with E(u, x) = x mod 2 u , being the low-order u bits of x, assuming u ≤ |x|. But, e.g.,
The key observation is that the recursion depths of both schemes WBRN and WBRN are identical, and hence step-by-step simulations are possible. To see this, we rst dene the half norm of y, denoted by y H , that represents the recursion depth of an WBRN instance at y.
As |(|y|)| represents the recursion depth of an WBRN instance at y, the above claimed equality on recursion depth then follows by the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4 (Half Norm). For any y ∈ N, one has
(and so we just write ||y|| for y H ).
Proof. We proceed by course-of-values induction. As 0 H = 0 = |(|0|)|, consider any y > 0, say |y| = 2n+i, i ∈ {0, 1}. Then |H(y)| = n by denition, and we obtain ||y|| H = ||H(y)|| H +1
Further facilitating the proof structure, we provide some auxiliary functions. Proof. CLO ⊆ CLO . It suces to consider any f := WBRN(g, h 0 , h 1 , B) in CLO, assuming g, h 0 , h 1 , B ∈ CLO . We shall give a direct simulation f ∈ CLO of f , that is, f (y, a) = f (y, a) for all y, a, where f (y, a) :=f (y, y, a) withf := WBRN (ĝ,ĥ,B)
for someĝ,ĥ,B ∈ CLO . Here, the y-section is dened by
(1) y{i} := P i (|y|).
Referring to (0), suppose that |y| = (b ||y||
, and y{i} mod 2 = b i for i < ||y||. Therefore, by unfolding the recursions we obtain the following steps in comparison:
Thus, a stepwise comparison yields the requirement − ||w||}.
Thus, the required functionĥ satisfying (2) can be dened bŷ
In fact, (2) is true ofĥ, since (3) implies for i ≤ ||y||:
Forĥ ∈ CLO , it remains to dene in CLO function Y (w, y) = P 
− ||H(w)||)
.
− ||w||, as ||w|| ≥ 1. Note that the outmost use of H ∈ CLO in the above denition is not part of the (WBRN ) scheme. Now, we conclude the required denition of the y-section implementation in CLO as follows:
Y (w, y) := MSP(|y|, (w, y))
To complete the denition off , it still remains to dene a boundB ∈ CLO , and here we run into a problem. To see this, rst observe that one can show:
But Y (w, y) = |y| whenever ||w|| ≥ ||y||, henceĥ(w, y, a, v) = h |y| mod 2 (P(|y|), a, v), which in turn implies thatf (w, y, a) is obtained by iterating ||w|| .
− (||y|| − 1) times function h |y| mod 2 (P(|y|), a, ·) on f (y, a). Thus, we cannot guarantee that f can be bounded by a function in CLO . To resolve that problem, by use of the functions COND, (both in CLO ) and | · |, we simply modifyĥ such that it returns 0 whenever ||w|| . − ||y|| > 0. Thus by (4), settingB(w, y, x) := B(Y (w, y), x) will do.
CLO ⊆ CLO It suces to consider any f := WBRN (g, h, B), assuming inductively g, h, B ∈ CLO. Accordingly, the y-section we need is dened by (5) y{i} := H i .
−1 (y).
Again, we will give a direct simulation f ∈ CLO of f (see above), where f (y, a) :=f (y, y, a) withf := WBRN(ĝ,ĥ,ĥ,B)
for someĝ,ĥ,B ∈ CLO. By unfolding the recursions, we obtain the following steps:
Thus, a stepwise comparison yields the requirement
and again, step ||y||+1 shows thatĝ can be dened byĝ(y, a) := g( a).
By (5), (6) the y-section implementation in CLO we need this time is provided that function Y is denable in CLO. To see that, using H, DROP ∈ CLO, and |w| < |x| ⇔ |S 1 (w)| ≤ |x| ⇔ DROP(S 1 (w), x) = P |x| (S 1 (w)) = 0, we rst dene by (BRN) a function G in CLO, satisfying G(x, y, w) = H To complete the denition off , it remains to dene a boundB ∈ CLO, and again we run into a problem. To see this, rst observe that one can show:
But Y (w, y) = y whenever |w| ≥ ||y||, henceĥ(w, y, a, v) = h(y, a, v), which in turn implies thatf (w, y, a) is obtained by iterating |w| [2] ), the main goal being to give a higher type characterization of NC, building on ideas and techniques presented in [6] . Before dening that variant of CLO , rst observe that one obtains the same class when replacing scheme (CRN) with the following h-variant that unlike (CRN) uses a single step function (h), and where nonzero recursion arguments are not decremented in h. CRN (g, h) , if for all y, a,
f (y, a) = S h(y, a) mod 2 (f (P(y), a)) for y = 0. Proof. Given any f = CRN(g, h 0 , h 1 ), we obtain f = CRN (g, h) for h(w, a) := CASE(w, h 0 (P(w), a), h 1 (P(w), a) ).
Conversely, given any f = CRN (g, h) , we have f = CRN(g, h 0 , h 1 ) where
Unlike the above corollary, the proof of CLO ⊆ CLO does not come so easy, where CLO results from CLO by replacing scheme (CRN ) with the g-variant obtained from (CRN ) by setting the base function, g, to the zero function. CLO ⊆ CLO By Corollary 5.2 it suces to consider any function f := CRN (g, h), assuming inductively that g, h ∈ CLO . Accordingly, the y-section is dened by y{i} := P i (y)
and by unfolding the recursion, we obtain the following steps:
3 To see this, consider the function f = CRN(0, C 1 1 , C 1 1 ) satisfying f (u; ) = 2 |u| . It is claimed that for suciently large w, f (u; ) = f (w; u) :=f (w; w, u), where h (w; u) := case(; u, h 0 (w; p( ; u)), h 1 (w; p( ; u))) = C 2 1 (w; u) = 1, andf (w; 0, u) := 0, andf (w; c, u) := s case(; |c|≤|u|,h (w; u mod c),bit(; g (w; ),|c−h (w; u)|)) ( ;f (w; P(c), u)) = s case(; |c|≤|u|,1,0) ( ;f (w; P(c), u)) for c = 0. But f (1) = 1, while e.g. for |w| = 3 we have f (w; 1) =f (w; w, 1) = s case(; 3≤|1|,1,0) ( ; s case(; 2≤|1|,1,0) ( ; s case(; 1≤|1|,1,0) ( ; 0))) = S 0 (S 0 (S 1 (0))) = 4 = 1. 
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To achieve a step-by-step simulation with respect to CRN (ĥ) for someĥ, we just express g( a) as further steps ofĥ that will be performed after the above |y| steps. The simple idea is that any z = (b l−1 . . . b 0 ) 2 can be written as
Thus, it is natural to extend the above |y| steps by further ≥ |g( a)| steps:
In other words, for the intended bitwise step-by-step simulation we need
Of course, exactly |y| + |g( a)| steps would suce, but computing that exact value in CLO is dicult. Instead, we dene a functionf (ŵ, w, y, a) = CRN (ĥ)(ŵ, w, y, a) by recursion onŵ, using w as a bound on |y| + |g( a)|, and show that for all y, a,
where W is any CLO function satisfying |W (y, a)| ≥ |y| + |g( a)|. For example, setting W (y, a) := #(S 1 (y), S 1 (g( a))) will do, since
Now, a bitwise step-by-step simulation w.r.t. (9) , with w := W (y, a), requires
Observe that BIT(g( a), i . − |y|) = 0 for i ≥ |y| + |g( a)|. Accordingly, we need a y-section implementation Y (ŵ, w, y) in CLO satisfying (11) Y (ŵ, w, y) = P |w| .
−|ŵ| (y).
Then (11) implies that for i ≤ |w|: To see thatĥ, Y ∈ CLO , just recall the proof of Lemma 4.5, and observe that the denition of function MSP is, in fact, by CRN in CLO . As a consequence, the given denitions of both functions DROP and COND show that they belong to CLO , too. Thus, we obtain Y,ĥ ∈ CLO as claimed.
Embeddings
In this nal section, we consider the following ramied function algebras and prove that they all characterize NC, facilitated by CLO = CLO = CLO To explain the new components, a function f (y, x; a) is dened by safe logarithmic recursion (the ramied version of (WBRN ) dened in Section 4) from functions g( x; a) and h(u, x; a, v), denoted by f = srn(g, h), if for all y, x, a, f (0, x; a) = g( x; a) f (y, x; a) = h(y, x; a, f (H(y), x; a)) for y = 0.
The scheme (scrn) is the ramied form of (CRN ) dened in Section 5, except that the recursion parameter y in f = scrn(h) is in a safe position:
f ( x; y, a) = S h( x; y, a) mod 2 (f ( x; P(y), a))
By contrast, scheme (scrn ) is just the ramied version of (CRN ), with y being in normal positions only. Finally, the new initial functions satisfy # Bel (w; a, b) = 2 |a|·|b| mod 2 These function algebras should be contrasted with those of Bloch [8] Furthermore, 2CLO was dened in [3] , and 2NC implicitly in [1] . The idea to split the smash function # Bel into two parts can be found in [2] ; we call this algebra 2NC . The class 2NC , treated in [28] , contains fewer base functions, and uses the following variant of safe concatenation recursion on notation f = scrn (h). In contrast to scheme (scrn) in [3] , the recursion parameter here appears in a normal position of f in consistency with the spirit of ramication , and unlike the scheme in [2] , nonzero recursion parameters, y, must be used in a safe position of h, which is more restrictive.
The development of the above variants of 2CLO was motivated by the wish to achieve a higher type characterization of NC. Such characterizations are useful because programs extracted from proofs of their specications usually use higher type recursion, which easily exceeds the realm of feasible computation.
Therefore, however challenging, one would like to guarantee for a reasonable large class of such extracted programs, usually presented as ramied term systems, that they run in polynomial time or even feasibly highly parallel. While showing correctness of such systems is hard work, completeness is usually obtained by embedding suitable ground type ramied function algebras known to characterize the intended complexity class, e.g. see [13] or [6] . A problem with such higher type systems is that in order to tame higher type recursion , they sometimes lead to very restrictive conditions, such as only allowing the use of non-size-increasing functions in recursions and limited usage of previous functionals in higher type recursions [14] . Note that the present variants of 2CLO, especially 2NC with its restricted scheme (scrn ), were designed exactly for such situations.
Observe that both properties (S2) and (S3) (cf. Section 1) hold for any of the above ramied function algebras. In particular, for every function f ( x; y) in any of the above algebras there exists a poly-max length bound (cf. Section 2).
Inspecting the function algebras characterizing NC considered so far, we obtain the following embeddings. 2NC ⊆ 2NC We must show that the functions bit, half, and drop all are in 2NC , and that any f = scrn (h) with h ∈ 2NC is contained in 2NC , too.
Recalling Lemma 4.5, this is easily obtained for those initial functions, since bit( ; m, n) = where case( ; x, y, z) = bcase( ; x, y, y, z). For the remaining statement, i.e. f ∈ 2NC whenever f = scrn (h) with h ∈ 2NC , we run into a problem, since any attempt to dene f directly as scrn (ĥ) for someĥ ∈ 2NC is tantamount to turning the normal position of h, to which the recursion f passes any nonzero recursion parameter, into a safe position ofĥ. That cannot work!
To resolve this problem, we will construct for every function f ( x; a) in 2NC a simulation f (w; x, a) in 2NC , and a (polynomial) witness p f such that f ( x; a) = f (w; x, a) whenever |w| ≥ p f (| x, a|).
Building on the above denitions of bit, half, drop in 2NC , all cases are obvious or standard, except for the case f = scrn (h) with h ∈ 2NC . The I.H. yields a simulation h ∈ 2NC with witness p h . The witness of f is then dened by p f (y, x, a) := p h (y, x, a, b f (y, x, a))+2y+1 for some polynomial length bound b f . We'll dene a simulation f ∈ 2NC of f by f (w; y, x, a) :=f (w, w; y, x, a) withf := scrn (ĥ) for someĥ(w;ŵ, y, x, a) in 2NC . Accordingly, the y-section is dened by y{i} := P i (y)
and by unfolding the recursions we obtain the following steps:
f (y, x; a) Thus, for f (y, x; a) =f (w, w; y, x, a) whenever |w| ≥ p f (|y, x, a|), a stepwise comparison, together with the I.H. for h, yields the following requirement:
h(w; P i (w), y, x, a) = h (w; y{i}, x, a) if i < |y| 0 else.
In the presence of drop( ; m, n) = P |n| (m) in 2NC , this time the required y-section implementation in 2NC is denable with safe positions only because Y ( ; w,ŵ, y) = P where cond( ; x, y, z) = bcase( ; x, y, z, z).
2NC ⊆ CLO This inclusion is fairly standard, since the functions sm, msp and # AJST can be easily dened in CLO (for msp, cf. Lemma 4.5), and by forgetting ramication we see inductively that every f ∈ 2NC is denable in CLO . In particular, by poly-max bounding and the fact that for every polynomial p there exists a function W p ∈ CLO such that 2 p(| x|) ≤ W p ( x), every f = slr(g, h) ∈ 2NC can be turned into a CLO function WBRN (g, h, W p ) .
CLO ⊆ 2CLO We will construct for every f ∈ CLO a simulation f (w; x) in 2CLO, and a (polynomial) witness p f such that f ( x) = f (w; x) whenever |w| ≥ p f (| x|).
If f is 0, S 0 , S 1 , π n,m i , | · | or BIT, then we can dene f directly in 2CLO using safe composition and projection. If f is # then #(x, y) = sm(w; x, y) for |w| ≥ |x|·|y| + 1, since a mod b = a ⇔ a < b.
The cases (COMP), (WBRN ) are fairly standard, leaving the case f = CRN ( h) with h ∈ CLO . Here we can proceed as in the case scrn (h) of 2NC ⊆ 2NC , because in 2CLO function msp( ; m, n) can be dened by (scrn) from bit( ; m, n) using safe variables only recall the recursion equations of MSP in the proof of Lemma 4.5 , and hence we obtain as above function drop( ; m, n) in 2CLO. 
